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Part 1

INTRODUCTION
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Objective and Approach

20% ???

80% Psychology
Biology

Philosophy

Education

Psychology

Business
Administration

Human, mental
control

Natural, physical
conditions

LEARNING

Multi-disciplinary

Art
Inter-generational

Cross-cultural
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Let’s learn for life!

Learning together
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please use easy English
We are a safe learning space
Please ask anything at any time
Serve yourself with drinks and snacks
Break / Toilet
Let’s learn for life!

01: The Psychology of
Learning & Developing a
Growth Mindset
02: Inspiring Others Across
Cultures & (Self-)
Leadership Psychology

Certification
•

Certification is possible upon
request.

03: Developing Human
Capital, Cultural Agility, and
Global Talent Management
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Let’s learn for life!
October 10, 2018 – November 14, 2018

November 21, 2018 – January 16, 2019

January 23, 2018 – February 27, 2019

‘The Psychology of Learning
& Developing a Growth
Mindset’

‘Inspiring Others Across
Cultures and (Self)Leadership Psychology’

‘Developing Human Capital,
Cultural Agility, and Global
Talent Management’

Wednesday, October 10, 2018, 19:00
#01 1/6 The History and Philosophy
of Learning (for Life)
Wednesday, October 17, 2018, 19:00
#02 2/6 Behaviorism, and Animal and
Human Learning
Wednesday, October 24, 2018, 19:00
#03 3/6 Social Learning &
Developing a Growth Mindset
Wednesday, October 31, 2018, 19:00
#04 4/6 Brain and Memory in
Learning
Wednesday, November 7, 2018, 19:00
#05 5/6 Learning and Motivation
Wednesday, November 14, 2018, 19:00
#06 6/6 Learner Profiles and
Strategies

Wednesday, November 21, 2018
#07 1/6 Leadership Philosophy
Wednesday, November 28, 2018
#08 2/6 Leaders and Followers &
Leadership Strategies
Wednesday, December 5, 2018
#09 3/6 Personality and Leadership
Styles
Wednesday, December 12, 2018
#10 4/6 Inspirational Leaders
Wednesday, January 9, 2019
#11 5/6 Leadership, (Cultural)
Threats, and Change
Wednesday, January 16, 2019
#12 6/6 Leadership, Power, and
Influence

Wednesday, January 23, 2019
#13 1/6 The Psychology of Talent,
Competencies, and Appraisal
Wednesday, January 30, 2019
#14 2/6 Developing Human Capital:
Success in Learning
Wednesday, February 6, 2019
#15 3/6 Mobility and Cultural Agility
Wednesday, February 13, 2019
#16 4/6 Global Mindset
Wednesday, February 20, 2019
#17 5/6 Global Talent Management
Strategies
Wednesday, February 27, 2019
#18 6/6 Developing Cultural Empathy
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I’m here because …

I love to support positive change!
Background

Experience

- Education Sciences (Bachelor)

- High school teacher

- Information Management (Bachelor)

- IT programmer, project leader (5 years)

- Business Administration (Executive MBA)

- Trainer Leadership and conflict management (4 years)

- Psychology (Diploma).

- Senior Manager at Ernst & Young / EY Shinnihon (8 yrs)
- Founder Platform Cooperativism Japan (PCJ) Consortium
- Visiting Researcher Tokyo University (current)

5.5 years
ago

www.mathias-sager.com

- Online school and advisory (current)
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Session Overview

Part 2: Overview / positioning of
learning theories

Part 1: Introduction

Attention

Part 3: Social learning
theory & observational
learning/modeling
Retention

Reproduction

Motivation

Part 4: Self-efficacy & Growth Mindset
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• Name
• Why are you interested in
psychology/learning?
• What do you expect from
today/the overall meetup?
Reflection

YOUR EXPECTATIONS
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Part 2

OVERVIEW / POSITIONING OF LEARNING THEORIES
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Learning theories
Behaviorism

Cognitivism

Constructivism

Approach to
learning

Black box –
observable
behavior

Structured,
computational

Social meaning
created by each
learner

Influencing
factors

Nature of
reward,
punishment
stimuli

Existing schema,
previous
experiences

Engagement,
participation,
social, culture
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Behaviorism

punishment

reward

AL
O
G

?!

Intrinsic motivation

Extrinsic motivation
grades

Sense of
achievement
mastery

curiosity

exams

interest
autonomy
purpose

praise

Market values

Social values

money

career
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[Piaget’s Developmental Cognitive Principles (Schema Theory)]
How we add new information to existing knowledge:
1. Assimilation

2. Equilibrium

3. Disequilibrium

4. Accommodation

Building the theory
about cats

Theory
confirmation

Theory is
questioned
(doubt)

New information is
added to the
schema

Piaget’s Schema stages

Learners need opportunities to develop their knowledge
(playing, trying things out)
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Social Learning Theory: Factors
Cognitive (Personal) Factors
•
•
•

Knowledge
Expectations
Attitudes

LEARNING
(Determines
Human Behavior)
Social/Environmental Factors
•
•
•

Social norms (observational
learning)
Access in community
Influence on others (ability to
change own environment)

Behavioral Factors
•
•
•

Skill
Practice
Self-efficacy
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Part 3

SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY &
OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING / MODELING
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Social learning theory: Observational learning / modeling

https://youtu.be/hHHdovKHDNU
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Observational learning / modeling
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Observational learning / modeling example: Violence

Warning: Children see
children do
Your children are twice as likely to smoke
if you do. Half of all premature death
among life-long smokers results from
tobacco use.
Health Canada
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Media exposure and risk of modeling behavior
Strength of public health risk

Increased risk of
behaving aggressively (in
the long-run)

Prison = the right environment to decrease
criminal energy?

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2704015/

Exposure to electronic
media violence
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What is toxic information?

Why to actively choose media?

The media pyramid
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Critical thinking & choosing where to pay attention

E
V
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T
C
and fearless
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t
Adver

Critical thinker
(learns HOW to
think)
i o ns
t
c
a
st r
i
d
a
i
Med
Social m

edia ad
diction

News
f loo

d

Uncritical thinker
(learns WHAT to
think)
Unassessed
“group think”

E
V
I
S
S
PA
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Introduction of TV on St. Helena island (Charlton et al., 2002)

Would children exhibit more aggressive
behavior after the introduction of
television to the island in 1995?

à There was no increase in
aggressive or antisocial behavior.

ü Antisocial behavior was not
accepted on the island
People must be motivated
to imitate behavior ü There was a high degree of social
control in the community
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Social Learning Theory: Attention, Retention, Reproduction, Motivation
Social Learning Theory
Attention

•
•
•

Observation
Imitation (copying)
Role models

Retention

Me
an

From environment (e.g., material
reward
Reproduction

in g

-m
aki

ng

/ se

External

lf-r
e gu

Internal
Motivation

lati

on

From a feeling (e.g., joy)

Vicarious
By watching others (e.g., friend
getting desired reward)
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Advertising / online shopping

Attention

Personalized ads on social media

Retention

Me
an

Repeated interaction, marketing followers, likes, ratings

Reproduction

in g

-m
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ng

/ se

One-click buy and free shipping

Motivation

lf-r
e gu

lati

Preferences and expected reward

on
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Your stress is my stress
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Empathetic joy

Ordinary moments

See the g
oo
(in you a d
nd)
in others

Hard work,
learning, and
growth

Purpose

Joy

Wonder,
curiosity, new
things, surprises

Feeling of
contribution

Being your best
self

Service and care

Close to life
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Shared experiences
Laughter

Wat
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Let someo
ne
else do
something
nice
for you
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- Who do you imitate?
- Do you choose consciously your
information and role models?
- When do you think critically?
- Do you have examples of how to practice
empathetic joy?
Reflection

WHERE’S YOUR ATTENTION, AND DO YOU USE
YOUR MIND?
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Part 4

SELF-EFFICACY & GROWTH MINDSET
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Theory of self-efficacy
§

When we believe that we are efficacious (powerful, empowered, useful, strong) in adopting a
behavior, we are likely to try harder to do so.

§

Self-efficacy, together with motivation and value-expectancy, is the most influential factor of
how a person approaches learning.

ü High
self-confidence

Improved
meaningmaking

Growth Mindset

✗ Low
self-confidence

Fixed Mindset
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The iceberg illusion
Ø A growth mindset is teachable!
Ø Human brains are malleable!
Ø Rather than praising talent or
intelligence, we should praise
effort people put into their
learning!
Ø A growth mindset allows a selfregulated meaning-making and
learning!

me.me
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Fixed Mindset

Growth Mindset

Intelligence is static – I want to look smart

Intelligence can be developed – I want to learn

• Believes intelligence and talent are fixed

• Believes intelligence can be developed

• Believes effort is fruitless

• Believes effort is the path to mastery

• Believes failures define who they are

• Believes mistakes are part of learning

• Hides flaws

• Views failure as an opportunity

• Avoids challenges

• Believes failures are temporary

• Ignores feedback

• Embraces challenges

• Views feedback as personal criticism

• Welcomes feedback

• Feels threatened by other’s success

• Views other’s success as inspirational
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Developing a Growth Mindset
Fixed Mindset

Growth Mindset

Instead of saying/thinking this:
1. I’m not good at this.

Instead of saying/thinking this:
1. What am I missing?

2. I’m awesome at this.

2. I’m on the right track.

3. I give up.
4. This is too hard.

3. I’ll use some of the strategies we’ve learned.
4. This may take some time and effort.

5. I can’t make this any better.
6. I made a mistake.

5. I can always improve so I’ll keep trying.
6. Mistakes help me to learn better.

7. I just can’t do math.

7. I’m going to train my brain in math.

8. I will never be as smart as she is.

8. I’m going to figure out how she does it.
9. Is it really my best work?

9. It’s good enough.
10. Plan ‘A’ didn’t work.

10. Good thing the alphabet has 25 more
letters!
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It is easy to be smart, but difficult to be kind.

Fixed mindset

Growth mindset

Looking
smart

Being
smart

Higher/
deeper goal:
Learning to
be kind!
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7 Takeaways from ‘80% is Psychology’
(Session #3: Social Learning & Developing a Growth Mindset)
1.

2.

3.

Explore your mind! Many popular psychological
theories are too simplistic. For example, the
human mind is not merely a machine-like
response mechanism to external stimuli, nor a
mathematically explainable computational schema
either.
Be aware of what models you may mimicking, and
what a role model you provide to others as Social
Learning Theory states that humans learn through
modeling.
Critically assess where you put your attention on
and freely choose nourishing/educative
information rather than getting distracted by the
never-ending temptations of consumerism of the
attention economy.

For organizations:

4.

5.

6.

7.

Increase your psychological well-being through
learning. Learning builds confidence and a sense
of self-efficacy. Overwhelming news feeds create
stress, while active media choices leave you feel
better.
Become immune to other people’s stress (which
can be infectious), instead train empathy for
positive emotions by catching all the small joy’s
there always are as well.
Put in the hard work, tolerance for failure, and
persistence and you’ll see that you can succeed
too. Talent and intelligence are mainly myths to
discourage you.
Remember when choosing being kind over being
right: It’s easy to be smart, but it’s difficult to be
kind.

q FOSTER a growth mindset (Carol S. Dweck) to create motivated learning-through-feedback teams that adapt
their skills, behaviors, and attitudes faster to pursue growth.
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Q&A
Thank you!

On Amazon and Udemy

www.mathias-sager.com

Next:
Wednesday, October 31, 2018, 19:00
- #04 4/6 Brain & Memory in
Learning
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